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After dinner the whole party met in Diana's little
sitting-room, of which one window looked to the convent,
while the other commanded the plain* And from the
second, the tenant of the room had access to a small
terrace, public indeed to the rest of the hotel, but as there
were no other guests the English party took possession*
Bobbie stood beside the terrace window with Diana,
gossiping; while Chide and Ferrier paced tbe terrace
with their cigars. Neither Miss Vincent nor Frobisher
had yet appeared, and Muriel Oolwood was making tea.
Bobbie was playing Ms usual part of the chatterbox;
while at the same time lie was inwardly applying much
native shrewdness and a boundless curiosity to Diana and
her affairs.
Did she know—had she any idea—that in London at
that moment she was one of the main topics of conversa-
tion ?—'in fact, the best talked-about young woman of the
day ?—that if she were to spend June in town,—which of
course she would nofe do—she would find herself a succ£s
fou—people tumbling over each other to invite her, and
make a show ol her ? Everybody of his acquaintance was
now engaged in re-trying the Wing murder; since that
statement of CMde's in the Tines, No one talked of
anything else, and the new story that was now tacked
on to the old had given yet another spin to the ball of
gossip.
How had the story got out ? Bobbie believed that it
had been mainly the doing of Lady Niton, At any rat©
the world understood perfectly that Juliet Sparling's
innocent and unfortunate daughter had been harshly
treated by Lady Lucy—-and deserted by Lady Lucy's
son.
Queer fellow, Marsham!—rather a fool too. Why the
denee didn't he stick to it? Lady Lucy would have
eonie round; he would have gained enormous &&&*,

